Netley Abbey Junior Curriculum Map Year Five Spring

English- Writing,
Reading and SPAG

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creating characters, settings, using dialogue and structuring stories
Describing feelings, writing from a viewpoint and using emotive language, linked to the text-study of Billy The Kid
Making comparisons across texts
Summarising main ideas
Recognising the impact of text organisation
Discussing and evaluating language
Identifying and using verbs and adverbs, modal verbs, fronted adverbials and conjunctions

Maths

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solving measures problems
Converting between measures
Solving time problems
Converting units of time
Measuring angles
Multiplying and dividing using formal written methods
Adding and subtracting using the column method

• Understanding the importance of good nutrition
• Understanding how the digestive and circulatory systems work
• Understanding the life cycle of a human

Science

Computing

Art and DT

•
•
•
•

Understanding e-safety
Using blogging and emails
Using tools in Powerpoint
Creating an Anglo-Saxon booklet

•
•
•
•
•

Know the mechanics of how vehicles move
Build and design a chassis
Evaluate my land yacht
Using tone and texture for impact in sketching
Show distance and perspective in drawings

Netley Abbey Junior Curriculum Map Year Five Spring

PSHE (Personal
Social Health
Education)

MFL (Modern
Foreign
Languages)

RE (Religious
Education)

Humanities
(Geography and
History)

PE (Physical
Education)

Music

• How to ‘be the best that we can be’
• Knowing that we’re all different
• Recognising changes in people and why

• Numbers from 30-100 (Spanish)
• Family (Spanish)
• Pets and family (Spanish)

•
•
•
•

Understand what Easter means to me and Christians
Discuss different interpretations in Christianity
Learn about Mohammed
Understand the importance of the Qu’ran

•
•
•
•
•
•

Life during the Anglo-Saxon times
Interpreting sources of evidence to learn more about the Anglo-Saxons
Locating continents and countries
Understanding time zones, latitude and longitude
Locating the states
Comparing 2 regions

•
•
•
•

Recognising and performing flight movements
Creating sequences using street-dance
Learning the 3 types of throwing, passing and positional play in netball
Using attacking and defending skills in hockey

•
•
•
•

Using Stomp features in a group performance
To select different styles and voices
Play the cup game at speed and with accuracy
Play simple tunes with both hands

